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Data from the A4 study
Other lessons about prevention studies

RCTs in Presymptomatic AD
API2

DIAN3

Sample size Older adults without
cognitive impairment
(N = 1150)

Early onset familiar
AD (Columbia +US)
(N = 300)

Early-onset familial AD, no
symptomatic or mild cognitive
impairment (N = 240)

Inclusion
criteria

Amyloid PET positive
(control: negative)

Carrier PSEN1 vs
(control: non carrier

Carrier of PSEN1, PSEN2,
APP (N=120) (control: non
carriers)

Age at
enrollment

65–85 years

30–60 years

18–80 years

Intervention

solanezumab

crenezumab

gantenerumab and
solanezumab

Duration

3 years + 2 years
extension

5 years

2 years + 3 years extension

Outcomes

Primary: cognitive
function
Secondary: change in
AD biomarkers

Primary: cognitive
function
Secondary: change
in AD biomarkers

Primary: cognitive function
Secondary: qualification of
algorithm based on TOMM40
and APOE

RCT

ADCS-A41

Table format adapted from Solomon A et al. J Intern Med. 2014;275:229-250.
1. NCT02228357 (www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02008357?term=Alzheimer%27s%2C+solanezumab&rank=7). 2.
NCT01998841 (www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01998841?term=crenezumab&rank=3). 3.
www.nia.nih.gov/alzheimers/clinical-trials/dominantly-inherited-alzheimer-network-trial-opportunity-prevent-dementia.

Lessons from Anti-amyloid Antibody Trials

Solanezumab and crenezumab studies suggest
therapeutic effects were larger in mild-stage than
in moderate-stage AD. The field has moved
toward earlier stage trials (MCI and secondary or
primary prevention in at-risk patients).
 Aducanumab study suggests need to push
antibody dose higher with greater risk of ARIA to
maximize potential for therapeutic benefits.
 In balancing adverse effects of antibody
therapies versus therapeutic benefits in AD,
slowing titration rate and adjusting antibody dose
for ApoE genotype may decrease adverse effects.


Need for New Therapeutic Target for Both
Primary Prevention and Treatment of AD
Tau-targeting agents in preclinical and early clinical
development
 Beta-secretase inhibitors


Risk factors

Plaques & tangles Cognitive impairment
Clinical
function
Taumediated
Aβ amyloid
neuronal
Neuronal network hyper-/ injury
hypo-connectivity
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Down Syndrome imaging research
Research data to date
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Figure 1. Florbetapir F18 PET images of fibrillar Aβ burden in an end-of-life, neurpathologically verified patient with Down syndrome
and Alzheimer’s Dementia. Figure a shows sagittal, coronal and horizontal brain sections from the patient’s flurbetapir F18 PET image.
Figure b shows the patient’s PET data projected onto lateral and medial surfaces of a spatially standardized MRI template from the
laboratory of Paul Thompson, UCLA [REF]. Each figure is shown in terms of a regional-to-whole cerebellar standard-uptake value ratio
(SUVr) color scale. The patient had PET evidence of fibrillar Aβ burden in the cortical regions previously reported in other early- and lateonset AD patients, as well as in striatal and cerebellar regions previously reported in early-onset AD patients—evidence subsequently
confirmed by postmortem neuropathological assessment.
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Methods








Three groups recruited (NC, DS, DSAD)
Consent
Cognitive assessment
MRI (vMRI and other measures)
FDG PET
Florbetapir PET

Demographics of the Sample
Healthy
Control

Down
Syndrome

Total

10

Down
Syndrome
with
Cognitive
Impairment
5

N

9

Age
(mean±SD)
Gender
(M/F)

p-value

36±10

36±12

50±6

39±12

0.036

6/3

4/6

2/3

12/12

Chi Square
0.449

24

Mean (sd)
For DS and DS-AD cases reported education was 8 to 12 years;
for controls all 3 reported education of 16 years.

Table 2. Groupwise
Comparisons for Cognitive and
Functional Assessments
Healthy Control

Down Syndrome

Down Syndrome With
Cognitive Impairment

p-value

MMSE

29±2

15±6

11±5

<0.001

SIB

99±1

87±9

75±26

<0.001

BPT

80±0

70±5

62±17

<0.001

DLD

Florbetapir PET measurements of fibrillar Aβ
deposition
in the study of Down syndrome

Down syndrome/AD dementiaDown syndrome
age 49
age 41

normal control
age 39

Figure 2: Bar graph depiction of SuVRs. In DSAD
each area and total SUVRs are significantly
increased in DSAD compared to NC and DS

Figure 3: SUVR uptake increases as patients with DS age
in all regions and in mean cortical uptake

Conclusions:









In comparison with DS patients and NCs,
DSWD subjects have significantly greater
fibrillar Aβ burden,
In comparison with DS patients and NCs,
DSWD subjects have significantly lower
glucose metabolism
In comparison with DS patients and NCs,
DSWD subjects have loss of gray matter
volume in AD-affected regions, similar to
that observed in LOAD.
Additional studies are needed to expand
our samples, track these changes over
time, and provide sample size estimates
for clinical and preclinical AD trials in
patients with DS.

Down Syndrome longitudinal studies
Ongoing research

Our new project


“Longitudinal assessment of Amyloid
PET, FDG PET, tau PET, MRI, and
blood spot RNA in Down Syndrome
Individuals with and without
Alzheimer’s Dementia and normal
controls

Who are we studying?


DS (adult) group will consist of 15 DS
subjects aged 21 and older who do not
qualify for the diagnosis of dementia at the
beginning of the study. The DS/AD group
will consist of 15 DS subjects aged 40
and older who do qualify for the
diagnosis of dementia by DSM-IV criteria.
Diagnoses will be by standard consensus
review of all cases. A third group, NC
(adult) will consist of 10 cognitively
normal, non-DS individuals, age-matched
to the DS group.

Why are we studying them?
More than 80% of people with Down
Syndrome will develop AD dementia by
age 65-70
 The life expectancy has increased from 35
to 65 in one generation
 Down syndrome has increased from 1 in
2000 live births to 1 in 700 live births.
 They are the largest group of presenile
onset dementia worldwide


What do we want to accomplish?


In order to treat individuals with Down
syndrome (DS) better and more efficiently
and to gain more insights on its relation to
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), a comprehensive
understanding is needed for its progression in
the early or preclinical phase using various
biomarkers. In this new proposal, we will
assess the longitudinal changes of various
biomarkers in a cohort of individuals
previously examined cross-sectionally.

NiAD/ADDS

A Down syndrome dementia
prevention trial
Design and challenges

Specific Aims of NiAD









III. Objective: The overall purpose of this study is to identify potential ADrelated biomarkers in a group of 180 adults with Down syndrome.
IV. Specific Aims: In 180 DS adults (≥25 yrs) and 40 non-DS “biomarkercontrols” we will:
Aim 1. Measure the following AD-related biomarkers at baseline and 32
months: Aβ- and tau-PET, structural and functional MRI; Measure the following
at 16 months: fluorodeoxyglucose-PET; Measure the following at 16 and 48
months: cerebrospinal fluid Aβ and tau.
Note: A separate protocol for Tau PET will be submitted simultaneously with
the current protocol (entitled, "Neurodegeneration in Aging Down Syndrome
(NiAD) - 18F-AV-1451 Tau Imaging").
Aim 2. Measure cognition and function at baseline, 16, 32 and 48 months (DS
subjects only).
Aim 3. Collect blood for genetics, lipidomics and proteomics at baseline.
Collect lipidomics and proteomics again at 16 and 32 months.
Aim 4. Perform detailed neuropathology on any participant that agrees to
autopsy (DS subjects only).
Aim 5. Allow rapid public access to all data, without embargo, and access to
the biological samples by all qualified scientific investigators.

Design questions












1.
Population selection: Relative of AD, presence of
biomarker, presence of cognitive complaint, absence of cognitive
complaints, relative of MCI patient, Down’s Syndrome?
2.
Duration?
3.
Target duration? short duration, long duration, terminated
by an event, case control with matching across treatments?
4.
Outcomes: Cognition? Global? Performance? Function?
5.
Assessments: Subtle “pre-mci assessments, performancebased functional capacity, selected for sensitivity to very subtle
but typical impairments like episodic memory, subjective
response for cognition, interview based capacity, not functioning,
assessments
6.
Treatment
7.
Discussion of the current targets
8.
Concurrent treatments
9.
Psychosocial interventions: Skills training, socialization
exercises, CRT, adherence training.

Primary Prevention vs
Secondary Prevention


Prevention time points to consider are
prior to amyloid positivity (primary
prevention) vs after becoming positive on
amyloid scan and prior to onset of
symptoms (secondary prevention)
◦ Primary prevention <35 years
◦ Secondary prevention 35-45 years

Drug selection consideration
For primary prevention consider active
immunization (AC Immune)
 For secondary prevention consider passive
immunotherapies (mABs- Sola, Cren,
Ganten, Aduc) or BACE inhibitors or RAGE
inhibitors (azeliragon)
 IV infusion could pose challenges in this
population


Instruments, Outcomes, Duration






Biomarker outcomes likely as primary
Clinical outcomes likely as secondary
Treatment duration will follow API but
could be 3-5 years
Consider time to event outcomes
Consider instruments used in NiAD
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Dementia Scale for Down Syndrome (DSDS)(Gedye,1995):
Severe Impairment Battery - Short Form (SIB-S)(Saxton et al., 1993
Down Syndrome Mental Status Exam (Haxby):
The Dementia Questionnaire for People with Learning Disabilities DLD
The Arizona Test Battery (Edgin)

Subjects will need serial MRIs. This will
pose challenges
 Design will need to include a lot of safety
assessments and outcomes every 6
months


Risk management: ARIA

Conclusions
Prevention studies in Down Syndrome are
paramount and almost inevitable since
they DS represents the largest cohort of
presenile dementia in the world
 There are unique challenges in terms of
consenting, assessing and monitoring
 Data and experience for API#1 and NiAD
will be paramount in informing design
considerations.


